
Leave your declarations in good hands with GUUD

Tedious permit declarations are a thing of the past with GUUD TDS. Using the 
latest and right technologies such as Cognitive Machine Reading (CMR) built 
on integrated AI and EDI-based IT automation capabilities, we deliver highly 
accurate declarations up to 6 times faster.

With strong 24/7 support from our highly skilled and qualified declarations 
team, you can now speed up your entire declaration process with ease while 
ensuring 100% AED compliance and accurate customs permit declarations, 
lowering the likelihoods of incurring penalties on late or erroneous 
submissions.

GUUD has close to 18% of the market share in Singapore, and more than 
90%* of our customers have successfully achieved their goals with our 
service. Thus you can rest assured that our team is always committed to 
ensuring the highest service standards at all times.

Customs permit declarations
made simpler & hassle-free
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About GUUD Trade Declaration Service

Overcome the challenges of permit declarations with GUUD TDS

Our Trade Declaration Service is a product of GUUD Singapore, part of the GUUD Group 
of companies.

Regardless of your business size, GUUD Singapore can connect you to everyone, 
including customs departments for import or export permits processing, shipping and 
logistics providers for services such as warehousing and last-mile delivery, and even 
financial institutions like banks for trade finance.

Scan here to find out more about GUUD Singapore

Start your permit declaration
journey with us today.

Achieving 100% accuracy in permit declarations doesn’t have to 
be difficult or costly when you leave it in our expert hands. 

Contact us at hello@guud.company

Reconciliation and customisable 
report for easy tracking

Report
capabilities

24/7 customer service & 
declaration support 

100% AED Compliance

On-site and off-site Trade 
Declaration Service

Personalised 
service & support

EDI integration of any file type for ease
of data exchange and data reusability

Cognitive machine-reading to quickly 
and smartly digitise all data types

Latest 
technology

www.
guud.
company
Find us on Facebook @guudco 
and on LinkedIn @guudcompany. 

Exclusive for GUUD TDS clients: 
GST reconciliation & financing service
As a GUUD TDS client, you can now opt in to enjoy complementary GST reconciliation 
and financing services at special rates, allowing you to free up your cash flow and time 
spent on GST reconciliation report so you can focus on your business needs. 
Simply approach our team members to find out more.

Quick turnaround 
time

Accurate GST
reconciliation report$ Seamless credit 

review process

>10%*

Cost-saving of

Our GUUD TDS clients 
have enjoyed

* Results based on a customer
survey conducted in Jan 2021

20% - 50%*

Time-saving of

$


